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Abstract
Domain, genre and topic influences on author style adversely affect the performance of authorship attribution (AA) in multi-genre and
multi-domain data sets. Although recent approaches to AA tasks focus on suggesting new feature sets and sampling techniques to
improve the robustness of a classification system, they do not incorporate domain-specific properties to reduce the negative impact
of irrelevant features on AA. This study presents a novel scaling approach, namely, bucketed common vector scaling, to efficiently
reduce negative domain influence without reducing the dimensionality of existing features; therefore, this approach is easily transfer-
able and applicable in a classification system. Classification performances on English-language competition data sets consisting of emails
and articles and Turkish-language web documents consisting of blogs, articles and tweets indicate that our approach is very competi-
tive to top-performing approaches in English competition data sets and is significantly improving the top classification performance in
mixed-domain experiments on blogs, articles and tweets.
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1. Introduction

The authorship of popular works (poems, novels, etc.) has always been in question. For example, operas, historical letters

and medieval documents have been tested for authorship [1]. Today, this question concerns not only ethics but also sus-

picious activities [2,3]. The author of a text is determined via authorship attribution (AA) analysis, which is the task of

determining the true identity of the author of a social media message, news article, opera script and so on. On social

media, most communications occur via text messaging. Identifying the author of a message is crucial for verifying its

reliability. For example, in 2015, a Russian news agency misdirected its readers by spreading false information on the

Internet about a New York Times reporter. They published an article with the following title: ‘New York Times reporter

has been in a secret meeting with a Neo Nazi in St. Petersburg’. However, the reporter was only questioning the true

identity of the Russian news agency. Similarly, during the 2016 US presidential election, claims circulated that Russian

social media trolls were spreading deceptive information about Clinton’s campaign. If the identities of these social media

users had been known, the information that they were trying to spread could have been easily blocked. In social media

forensics, determining the true identity of the author of a social media message is highly prioritised to sustain the reliabil-

ity of an inquiry. Therefore, determining the identities of authors of social media content has recently attracted substan-

tial interest.
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The main objective of AA is to identify the authors of texts using diverse sets of features, such as character n-grams,

word lengths and readability measures. These features are extracted from various parts of a text and are known as stylo-

metric features. In recent studies, these feature sets were used in multiclass and binary text classification (TC) to identify

the author of an anonymous text document [3,4]. Multiclass approaches are typically suggested for closed-set tasks in

which all documents are from known authors, whereas binary classification approaches are applied in open-set tasks. In

an open-set task, the author list is known, and documents are tested to determine whether they were written by one of

the authors in the known list. Stylometric features are used for both types of tasks.

Modern AA tasks are conducted on data sets with a limited number of authors in single domains such as books, news-

paper articles and blogs. However, real case scenarios involve mixed domains where the documents of an author exist in

several domains. The differences among domains are important in determining whether a feature is stylometric. For

instance, consider two domains: tweets and blog reviews. Emoticons are very common in tweets; however, they are very

rarely used by bloggers. Therefore, a blogger can be easily identified by emoticons in reviews, but for his or her tweets,

they are not distinctive. Determining and eliminating such features is helpful for Twitter, but not for blog reviews. In

addition, authors tend to use common words to enable more readers understand the written text. The manners in which

the use of these common terms deviates from their general use constitute important stylometric information.

The objective of this research is to assess the performance gain obtained by removing and reducing the domain effect

on authors’ writing styles by comparing the F-measure performance of different classifiers with the proposed approach in

a bag-of-words (BOW) representation for randomly sampled mixed domain and AA competition data sets. To remove

domain influence, we present a novel scaling method based on the common vector approach (CVA; a multivariate analy-

sis technique that is typically applied to pattern recognition for images and speech) in which a document is represented by

its difference from the common vector (CV) of the domain, and then use it in a classification model for AA. The results

for both Turkish- and English-language data sets demonstrate that the domain vector difference is very useful for AA in

single- and multi-domain collections with logistic regression and multilayer perceptron classifiers. The proposed method

can be viewed as an alternative text-processing technique designed for TC tasks that are adversely affected by the domain.

The key contributions of this article are as follows:

• We introduce a new approach for removing or reducing the adverse effects of domain-specific information in a

document representation. In AA tasks, the term choice and the stylometric evidence captured in a document are

dependent on the domain. We propose this approach to eliminate domain-related differences in the documents of

an author.

• We propose a novel scaling approach that is transferable and applicable to any TC method without creating any

inefficiency. Our approach is language-, domain- and feature-independent and applicable to any sub-task that

addresses domain issues.

• We find that using only term features, our approach is as effective as complex feature types applied in competi-

tion data sets.

The remainder of the article is organised as follows: section 2 summarises recently proposed approaches in AA, the

CVA and applications. In section 3, we derive features using a BOW representation and present common terminology for

the classification methods applied in this study. Section 4 specifies bucketed CV scaling. In section 5, an analysis of the

data sets, evaluation metrics and the final results are presented and discussed. Finally, in section 6, we present our conclu-

sions and provide insight for future work.

2. Related work

In this section, we briefly introduce related studies in AA from the perspectives of data set types, feature sets and tasks.

In addition, we discuss related studies in speech and image-processing applications that utilise the CVA.

AA has been thoroughly studied since the 19th century. Modern AA approaches using multivariate analysis techniques

were improved with the application of machine learning (ML) and natural language processing (NLP) during the 1990s.

Modern AA is primarily conducted on electronic media such as email conversations [5], scientific papers [6], newspaper

columns [7], digital textbooks [8,9], essays, blogs, tweets and reviews [10]. Several survey papers present a historical per-

spective on modern AA methods [3,6,11]. In addition, a comparative analysis of modern AA methods can be found in

the work by Abbasi and Chen [12].

AA methods use diverse feature sets extracted from various parts of a text. These feature sets are called stylometric

feature sets. Types of stylometric features are reviewed by Argamon and Juola [5] and Koppel et al. [13]. Examples of

these features are given by Rocha et al. [3]. Function words are among the most notable stylometric features [14].
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Character n-grams [15], length- and ratio-based features [16], histograms of character n-gram lengths [17], position-

based n-gram histograms [18], punctuations and emoticons [3] and readability and vocabulary richness measures [19]

are other common stylometric features that are used in AA.

Recently, cross-genre, cross-domain, cross-topic and multi-topic data sets [14,20] have been studied in AA tasks.

Most studies on topic and domain issues have focused on cross-domain or cross-topic tasks [21–23]. Topic influence has

been addressed through generative models where function words and stylometric markers have been used in joint infer-

ence of the author and the topic [22]. On the other hand, studies on removing topic-related information through masking

document content has been successfully applied in multi-topic data sets [21]. In another study, a syntactic feature set has

been suggested for topic-independent AA [23]. In general, approaches in cross-domain and cross-genre tasks of AA have

focused on comparing sets of features and classification approaches in data sets where authors write in several domains

or genres [16,23,24].

To the best of our knowledge, approaches for mixed domains do not propose a strategy to manage the adverse effects

of the domain. In this study, we use a background subtraction approach that has been suggested for image recognition

tasks. We identify and remove the common properties of the domain from the document vector using the CVA. The

CVA was first studied in isolated word recognition tasks. It is a subspace analysis approach for obtaining common prop-

erties of a class by eliminating differences in each class sample [25,26]. When common properties of a class are identi-

fied, they are used to identify the class of a projected sample using a distance metric.

This novel approach of removing domain-invariant information from document vectors by using CV scaling is devised

in this study. Section 4 gives details about how we applied bucketed CV scaling to AA.

3. AA

AA approaches are typically modelled as multiclass TC where documents are written by any of the known authors. The

type of multiclass classification in AA literature is known as closed-set problem. Traditional multiclass classification

consists of a feature extraction process, feature weighting and selection, a classification model and evaluation. AA

approaches that are commonly applied for closed-set problems typically use modified feature extraction processes

because unlike topic classification, AA requires a diverse set of features. The BOW representation and term frequency

(TF)-inverted document frequency (IDF) term weighting is used for combining a rich set of features, such as vocabulary

richness and readability measures, terms and character n-grams. A general overview of a classification pipeline for AA

is schematised in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Methodological overview of an author classification system.
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According to Figure 1, a classification pipeline consists of two components: a model pipeline and evaluation. A clas-

sification model consists of feature extraction, feature processing and classifier training, through which feature weight-

ing, selection, scaling, normalisation and classifier parameter optimisation are performed. First, features are generated

from training documents, and these features are gathered with sufficient statistics into a dictionary. Dictionary items are

combined with their local document properties, such as the frequency of the dictionary item in the document, to build a

document representation where each value is assumed to be independent and identically distributed. A term weighting

method may be used to weight the dictionary items according to their importance before building the document vector.

Later, these weights may be used in the selection stage of the dictionary items. Finally, a document vector is constructed

for each document from the selected items by combining their local document statistics with the corresponding weights.

Since the character or token length of each document is different, the density of the document vector may also be differ-

ent. Therefore, before building a classification model, scaling and normalisation can be applied to the document vector.

For classification training, a classification model is constructed from all document vectors in this stage. In the evalua-

tion, several evaluation metrics are applied to the predictions of the test documents to measure the general performance

of the model pipeline. The predictions are obtained by reusing the dictionary, statistics, weights and classification model

without modification.

In this study, we applied five common classification methods to evaluate the effects of the proposed approach on

BOW representation of the term features. We compare the effects of our approach with various classification methodolo-

gies, such as linear versus nonlinear, and single versus ensemble. For this reason, we compared the evaluation scores for

Naı̈ve Bayes [27,28], logistic regression [28,29], decision tree [30], random forest [31] and multilayer perceptron [32]

classifiers. The experiment results are reported in micro-averaged F-measures as given in equations (1) and (2). In equa-

tion (1), the F-measure scores are obtained for each label (L) separately from the harmonic mean of precision and recall

values. The final scores are averaged by weighting the scores with the number of samples in each class (NL) and total

number of samples (N )

F�measureL = 2× precisionL · recallL

precisionL + recallL

ð1Þ

Micro�averaging = 1

N

XL∈ Labels

L

F�measureL NL ð2Þ

4. Bucketed CV scaling

Due to varying text lengths, topics and genres, the heterogeneous nature of web documents has negative effects on the

performance of AA. Solutions that combine a diverse set of features into a single document vector do not overcome this

problem. In this study, we propose a scaling approach to remove domain-specific properties, which is similar to back-

ground subtraction tasks in image recognition. Our approach consists of two steps: determination of domain vectors and

calculation of the differences between document and domain vectors. In the first step, we determine the domain vector.

We simply compute the CVs for each domain via the CVA. In the second step, we bucketise the domain vector and the

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the bucketed common vector computation.
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document vector. Then, the bucketed domain vector is subtracted from the bucketed document vector. The final vector

is a difference vector and represents the classifier input of the specified document. In the classification model, we use

this vector for both training and testing. Since scaling is a vector-subtraction process, it does not cause inefficiency dur-

ing parameter optimisation in classifier training or during prediction in testing. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first scaling technique that is applicable to any TC problem that is adversely affected by the domain.

First, in section 4.1, we give a general overview of the methodology. Second, in section 4.2, we introduce the compu-

tation of the CVs for a specified domain through the Gram–Schmidt process. Third, in section 4.3, we explain the bucke-

tisation procedure used to calculate the difference between the document vector and the CV.

4.1. Methodology

Domain-invariant properties are extracted from the documents of the domain using the CVA. Scaling is performed

through bucketed subtraction of the domain vector from the document vector. Bucketisation is used to cancel out similar

values during subtraction.

In Figures 2 and 3, the process of bucketed CV scaling is illustrated. In the first step, all training documents are

grouped according to domain, as shown in Figure 2. The CVs for each domain are computed separately by the CVA. In

the second step, given by Figure 3, each document is scaled by bucketed subtraction, where the difference between the

document and its domain vector is computed. Finally, difference vectors are used for both training and testing.

4.2. Computing the CV

The CVA is a technique applied in speech and image recognition tasks to model class-invariant properties. It is used for

background subtraction [33], face recognition [34] and isolated speech recognition tasks [35]. As discussed in the intro-

duction section, the CVA is an efficient strategy for differentiating unique author properties from the domain. We com-

pute the CV for each domain using the Gram–Schmidt orthogonalisation process. Each document in a specified domain

is represented by the TF-IDF document vector (Figure 2). Then, a column matrix is obtained from each document vec-

tor. Using the Gram–Schmidt process, we compute the orthonormal Q matrix. The Q matrix is used to project a sample

of the domain. The CV is obtained by subtracting the projection vector from that sample. For convenience, we use the

Scala Breeze library [36] to compute the Q matrix. An example of a CV computation for two documents is presented in

equations (3)–(7).

Let d1= ½5:0, 2:0, 3:0�T and d2= ½1:0, 2:0, 0:0�T be two document vectors from the same domain. The column matrix

of these two document vectors is constructed in equation (3)

M =
5:0 1:0
2:0 2:0
3:0 0:0

2
4

3
5 ð3Þ

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of training with scaling.
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First, the difference vectors are computed by subtracting the first column vector from the other columns of matrix M.

Then, matrix Q is obtained using the Gram–Schmidt orthogonalisation process

b1 = d2 � d1 = �4:0, 0:0, � 3:0½ �T ð4Þ

In equation (4), b1 is called the difference vector. In equation (5), z1 is the unit vector in the direction of b1

z1 = b1

b1j jj j = �0:8, 0:0, � 0:6½ �T ð5Þ

The columns of Q are represented by orthogonal vectors (z1, . . . , zn), which are obtained via orthogonalisation, as in

equation (5). Matrix Q is given in equation (6)

Q=
�0:8
0:0
�0:6

2
4

3
5 ð6Þ

The CV is obtained by subtracting the projection of any document vector of the given domain from the orthonormal

subspace spanned by the columns of Q, as expressed in equation (7)

CV = d1 � Q QT Q
� ��1

QT d1

= d1 � d1, z1h iz1

= 5:0, 2:0, 3:0½ � � 2:64, 0:0, 1:98½ �
= 2:36, 2:0, 1:02½ �

ð7Þ

In this example, the common values of the two document vectors (the second index) are preserved in the CV.

4.3. Bucketisation and subtraction

Bucketisation and subtraction are the final steps before training and testing. For bucketisation and subtraction, we mea-

sure the scaled differences between the domain vector and the document vector. Bucketisation groups place important

terms and unimportant terms into corresponding bins such that subtraction cancels them out. Vector bucketisation is illu-

strated in Figure 4. First, the vector values are grouped into buckets; this stage is known as grouping. In the second stage,

each index is assigned the values of the corresponding group to which the vector value belongs.

Figure 4. Bucketised document vector.
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Bucketisation facilitates transformation of the document from a TF-IDF vector to a scaled categorised vector. After

subtraction, the final vector is represented by the differences of each feature from the domain. The values in the differ-

ences are proportional to their influences in the document.

5. Experimental evaluation

The details of dataset preparation are given in Section 5.1. The results of various classifiers and the performance of

bucketed common vector scaling are presented in Section 5.2. We present our final thoughts on the performance in

Section 5.3.

5.1. Data sets

Our data sets are grouped into two main categories based on evaluation strategy. The first group of data sets consists of

the training and testing samples of the PAN data sets: C10, C50, PAN11 and PAN18 [5,37]. Both the PAN11 and

PAN18 data sets contain two sets of samples: large and small for PAN11 and problem1 and problem2 for PAN18. The

data sets in the second group are formed by sampling Turkish web documents and the large PAN11 data set. Turkish

web documents were crawled from blogs, tweets and journal articles for approximately 2 years at specified intervals,

thus preventing the topical imbalance caused by significant events in history, such as the failed Turkish coup on 15 July

and the US presidential election. These web documents including their statistical properties are publicly available at an

online data set repository.1 In the processing stage, for the web documents, we masked relevant author information via

regular expression and named-entity-tagger-based filtering on URLs, emails, addresses and names. Tweets with replies,

URLs and retweets are eliminated during this process. For PAN data sets, author-related names, URLs, emails and

addresses are already masked; therefore, no processing is performed.

For both the large PAN11 and Turkish data sets, the sampling strategies for the training and testing data sets are the

same. First, via sampling, we randomly select a specified number of documents from the top authors. The authors are

sorted in reverse order of the associated number of documents in the collection to obtain the top authors. The authors of

the large PAN data set are selected from the top authors in the union of the training and testing collections. For mixed-

source Turkish data sets, the authors are filtered manually and top authors are selected from the intersection of two

sources, such as blogs and tweets or articles and Twitter. Second, we use a stratified 10-fold cross-validation technique

with 120 documents per author to balance the number of documents for each author for both the training and testing data

sets. Therefore, we randomly select 90% of the documents of each author for training and 10% for testing. The general

distributions of these sampled data sets are given online.1

5.2. Experiment results

To determine the baseline performance of the BOW model, we experimented with various classifiers. We measure the

effects of CV scaling on these classifiers. We keep all parameters the same for each data set. To measure the top scores

for each classifier, we conducted several experiments with hand-tuned parameters. We fixed the best configurations and

the bucket range by simply selecting the most successful configuration for the data set. The main purpose of these com-

parisons is to determine whether our technique is useful in various domains.

In Tables 1–4, we compared micro-averaged F-measure scores for multinomial naı̈ve Bayes (MNB), logistic regres-

sion (LOG), decision tree (DT), random forest (RF) and multilayer perceptron (MLP) classifiers. Since MNB cannot be

applied to negative values, we did not apply CV to MNB. In Tables 1 and 2, we compare CV performance on single-

domain data sets. On these data sets, applying the CV method improved the performance of all classifiers. In addition,

the best performance is obtained by the CV method.

In Table 3, we compared the performance of classifiers and the CV method on mixed domains. Most improvements

via CV occurred with the LOG and MLP classifiers, whereas CV improvements on DT and RF depend on the data set.

For instance, the CV method decreases RF performance on the Blogs + Tweets data set and increases RF performance

on the Article + Tweets data set.

Table 4 presents additional CV comparisons for PAN data sets. We compare the performance of principal component

analysis (PCA) with document frequency selection (DF) with the performance of the LOG and MLP classifiers on the

C10, C50, PAN11 and PAN18 competition data sets. Competition scores are listed in the table as TOP1, TOP2 and

TOP3 for the PAN11 data set [38,39]. For the PAN18-1 and PAN18-2 data sets, the number of documents is limited;

therefore, we did not use DF filtering. On these data sets, the top score (TOP1) is obtained by character n-grams with

the linear support vector machine (SVM) classifier. In PAN18, the training and testing data sets are constructed across
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domains, whereas the test data set is completely different. Therefore, in computing the CV, we regarded the test data set

as a separate domain. In combined experiments on PAN18 1&2, we used four domains in total by considering each data

set and their training and testing documents as separate domains.

In Tables 5–7, we present the significance scores of the scaling technique for the best classification performance in

mixed sources of articles, blogs and tweets. Significant results are marked by asterisk (*) and non-significant t-scores

are shown in italics. For the significance tests, we used a paired t-test on bootstrap-sampled scores for each author. Plain

author scores for 10 authors are obtained via 20 stratified 10-fold cross-validation experiments, and their averages are

listed in Tables 5–7. In bootstrapped sampling, we compute the mean of 20 randomly drawn samples with replacement

from 200 experiment scores distributed in each fold of 10-fold cross-validation. We repeat this process 1000 times and

Table 2. Micro-averaged F-measure scores for 10-fold stratified cross-validation on single-source data sets with 10 authors.

Classifier PAN
Top 10

Articles
Top 10

Blogs
Top 10

Tweets
Top 10

MNB 67.310 71.912 87.224 80.057
LOG 61.484 64.571 81.763 79.164
DT 43.679 48.600 74.960 62.003
RF 61.341 56.346 85.519 72.281
MLP 74.918 72.713 89.889 79.428
CV + DT 68.483 69.642 83.267 84.867*
CV + RF 64.231 48.600 85.605 73.003
CV + LOG 63.011 67.912 86.310 80.221
CV + MLP 76.242* 74.042* 91.198* 81.777

MNB: multinomial naı̈ve Bayes; LOG: logistic regression; DT: decision tree; RF: random forest; MLP: multilayer perceptron; CV: common vector.

Table 3. Micro-averaged F-measure scores for 10-fold stratified cross-validation on mixed-source data sets.

Classifier Articles + blogs + tweets Articles + blogs Articles + tweets Blogs + tweets

MNB 89.090 83.320 89.222 90.444
LOG 89.663 84.334 87.458 90.658
DT 60.870 55.409 71.872 64.723
RF 74.407 82.167 79.925 79.806
MLP 92.039 88.241 89.829 92.199
CV + DT 73.520 74.041 78.737 67.952
CV + RF 79.633 85.187 85.768 79.481
CV + LOG 90.939 86.488 91.427 92.077
CV + MLP 95.282* 90.513* 92.302* 93.914*

MNB: multinomial naı̈ve Bayes; LOG: logistic regression; DT: decision tree; RF: random forest; MLP: multilayer perceptron; CV: common vector.

Table 1. Micro-averaged F-measure scores for 10-fold stratified cross-validation on single-source data sets with five authors.

Classifier PAN
Top 5

Articles
Top 5

Tweets
Top 5

Blogs
Top 5

MNB 76.166 79.834 88.389 87.837
LOG 77.653 77.911 88.229 87.895
DT 67.496 75.675 80.415 71.671
RF 80.172 81.793 83.092 84.405
MLP 84.051 82.765 90.626 89.947
CV + DT 67.775 77.444 80.415 81.797
CV + RF 82.688 83.797 83.133 88.708
CV + LOG 81.818 78.414 89.555 89.570
CV + MLP 85.319* 83.751* 91.736* 91.943*

MNB: multinomial naı̈ve Bayes; LOG: logistic regression; DT: decision tree; RF: random forest; MLP: multilayer perceptron; CV: common vector.
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obtain a distribution size of 1000. After sampling, we test the equality (H0) of these two distributions of the CV method

and the MLP classifier using a paired t-test.

Table 4. Micro-averaged F-measure scores for PAN11, C10, C50 and PAN18.

Classifier PAN11S PAN11L C10 C50 PAN18-1 PAN18-2 PAN18 1&2

MNB 61.125 53.288 68.569 65.816 52.449 68.471 39.850
LOG 50.526 39.254 74.236 64.003 52.024 83.022 25.794
DT 43.074 24.261 60.537 33.992 15.553 42.063 20.055
RF 44.200 22.080 73.949 62.117 35.819 68.542 32.821
MLP 64.745 54.506 74.629 67.162 33.677 42.297 31.200
CV + LOG 61.403 50.518 76.127 66.346 55.358* 85.879* 47.746*
CV + DT 50.526 24.261 63.011 34.606 16.808 46.031 23.616
CV + RF 44.200 27.070 73.428 63.479 46.323 69.423 35.764
CV + MLP 69.109 59.252 76.198 70.918 40.091 52.721 45.454
DF = 5 LOG 52.407 40.037 74.533 66.179 – – –
DF = 5 CV + LOG 67.449 60.382 76.262* 69.299 – – –
DF = 5 MLP 61.567 53.078 73.095 65.752 – – –
DF = 5 CV + MLP 69.825 66.716* 75.651 71.107* – – –
PCA + LOG 57.355 41.403 1.818 56.301 1.796 15.036 0.124
PCA + MLP 60.570 45.276 76.198 50.919 28.022 30.782 13.997
TOP1 71.7* 65.8 – – 55.296 64.253 –
TOP2 70.9 64.2 – – – – –
TOP3 65.9 59.4 – – – – –

MNB: multinomial naı̈ve Bayes; LOG: logistic regression; DT: decision tree; RF: random forest; MLP: multilayer perceptron; CV: common vector; DF:

document frequency; TOP: top score; PCA: principal component analysis.

Table 5. Significance of F-measure for each author in the articles + blogs + Twitter data set.

Methods The mean of F-measures for each author

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

MLP 87.509 91.651 87.272 92.648 89.446
CV + MLP 94.872* 95.218* 90.170* 95.257* 92.490*
T-score 4.6E− 31 1.2E− 35 6.8e− 7 5.0E− 13 2.5E− 12

A6 A7 A8 A9 A10

MLP 87.753 95.109 89.208 89.741 93.491
CV + MLP 93.550 95.312 91.745 94.504 97.214
T-score 2.5E− 26 0.6409 5.5e− 14 34E− 15 3.4E− 15

MLP: multilayer perceptron; CV: common vector.

Table 6. Significance of precision for each author in the articles + blogs + Twitter data set.

Methods The mean of precisions for each author

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

MLP 87.438 89.522 93.108 93.433 93.212
CV + MLP 93.338* 96.049* 93.960 94.169 95.038*
T-score 9.9E− 13 3.1E− 18 0.3428 0.3998 1.5E− 6

A6 A7 A8 A9 A10

MLP 86.401 95.517 92.154 89.780 90.768
CV + MLP 95.383* 94.809 91.816 97.048* 97.873*
T-score 5.7E− 24 0.0326 0.0105 2.3E− 25 2.3E− 19

MLP: multilayer perceptron; CV: common vector.
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In Table 8, descriptions of the parameters of classification and the CV method are given for all experiments. Each

parameter is set according to the characteristics of the data sets. For example, the bucket range, which is an important

parameter, is determined by the maximum and minimum values in the document vectors in the data set. The layer sizes

of the MLP classifier are determined based on the dictionary size (input size) and the number of distinct authors (label

size). Also, a cross-entropy-based loss function is used in the MLP classifier.

Spark MLLIB (2.3) is used in feature extraction and classification with the LingPipe Tokenizer [40]. All unspecified

parameters for the classification methods, PCA models, are set to the default values in Spark MLLIB API [41]. In addi-

tion, Q matrix computation is performed using the Scala Breeze library [36].

5.3. Discussion

The main objective of our experiment is to evaluate the effectiveness of CV on various domains. We experimented on

PAN competition data sets and heterogeneous web collections with 5 and 10 authors. The data sets include emails, news-

paper articles, blogs and tweets. We conducted both single- and mixed-domain experiments on these data sets. According

to the results, bucketed CV scaling on document vectors is helpful for AA, especially when used in combination with

logistic regression and multilayer perceptron classifiers. With decision tree and random forest classifiers, performance is

not always improved. We observed significant improvements on both the PAN11 and PAN18 competition data sets and

sampled data sets with mixed domains.

According to Tables 1 and 2, the classification performance of articles is consistently lower than the performance of

blogs and tweets. Moreover, tweets are shorter than articles, but their classification performance is higher. In article data

Table 8. Description of the parameters and settings used in the experimental evaluations.

Algorithm Data set Parameter setting Description

CV method Sampled data sets, C50 (–N, 0.0, 0.2, .,20, N] Bucket range and bucket sizes
CV method C10 [–N, 0.0, 0.125, .,5, N] Bucket range and bucket sizes
CV method PAN18 Two domains Two separate domains are used for

train and test data sets
DT and RF classifiers All data sets Maximum bin size = 80,

maximum depth = 16
Maximum number of bins and depth in
decision tree learning

PCA PAN11, PAN18,
C10 and C50

Number of dimensions = 500 Dimensionality reduction size (k)

MLP classifier Dictionary size < 10,000 Layers = (Input Size, 50, Label Size) Layers and their sizes of the MLP
classifier

MLP classifier Dictionary size > 10,000 Layers = (Input Size, 500, Label Size) Layers and their sizes in the MLP
classifier

MLP classifier All data sets Activations = (Sigmoid, Softmax) Activation functions for hidden and
output layers in the MLP classifier

MLP classifier All data sets Loss Function = Cross-entropy Loss function computed for output
layers in the MLP classifier

CV: common vector; DT: decision tree; RF: random forest; MLP: multilayer perceptron.

Table 7. Significance of recall for each author in the articles + blogs + Twitter data set.

Methods The mean of recalls for each author

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

MLP 88.708 94.541 83.166 92.458 85.333
CV + MLP 96.874* 94.791 88.749* 96.749* 92.375*
T-score 1.0E− 26 0.0610 1.8E− 11 8.7E− 14 6.6E− 18

A6 A7 A8 A9 A10

MLP 90.166 95.041 87.291 90.708 96.916
CV + MLP 92.375* 96.166 93.041* 92.624* 97.791
T-score 1.3E− 7 0.0239 4.9E− 16 9.8E− 5 0.198

MLP: multilayer perceptron; CV: common vector.
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sets, some authors frequently write multi-topic documents, which confuses both the classifier and the CV method.

Although AA is not topic prediction, the variability in topic among the same set of documents affects the quality of the

stylometric evidence captured in the document vector.

In Table 3, we compare the mixed-domain performance for articles, tweets and blogs. The best performance is

obtained in mixed domains of articles, blogs and tweets, demonstrating that mixing domains improves the general classi-

fication performance, and the performance gain is higher from the CV method, especially when authors write in multiple

domains, mainly because multi-domain data sets contain more information than single-domain data sets. This informa-

tion is useful to the classifier for extracting the author style and learning additional author-correlated features.

According to Table 4, we obtain competitive results with the CV method for small and large PAN data sets. Our top

micro-averaged F-measure scores exceed or are very close to the top author identification scores for PAN11 without

modification or feature engineering, demonstrating that the CV method is effective for and easily adaptable to various

AA problems. In Table 4, we also list the evaluation results of PCA and DF filtering for LOG and MLP classifiers.

Evaluation of these methods shows that the CV method is also effective with DF filtering, through which we eliminate

rare terms that typically have more topic correlations than frequent terms. Elimination of such terms reduces the infor-

mation in the document representation but increases the overall performance and the gain of the CV method. Moreover,

CV shows 2%–3% improvements for the top-performing classifier in the PAN18 data sets, where training and testing

sets are cross-domain sets that contain few samples. For C10 and C50, the performance gain of the CV method over the

top performance is limited.

In Tables 5–7, we list the F-measure, precision and recall scores of the multilayer perceptron classifier and the CV

method for each of the 10 authors in a mixed-domain data set. Lower values for the CV method are not significant.

Therefore, for most authors, the CV method improves performance and does not lead to worse results for any of them.

None of A7’s performances are significant because according to the source distributions, all author A7’s documents are

from Twitter, where the performance gain with the MLP classifier is limited. Moreover, although the data set is multi-

topic for most authors, all A7’s documents focus on a single topic, which provides the best baseline performance in

terms of all evaluation measures according to the other authors.

Although the CV method improves performance overall, in some cases, performance improvements are not as large as

expected. One reason may be that varying term distributions among the documents reduce the quality of the CV, which

we observe this in the Twitter Top 5 data set. Therefore, we conclude that CVs obtained from representative documents

generally contribute more to the final results.

During evaluation of the results of the CV method, we compared our results with those of several methods: mean scal-

ing, bucketisation and standard scaling. The results for these methods are not included in the evaluations. Mean scaling

worsens the results of the MLP classifier and bucketisation performs either similar to or worse than MLP. Standard scal-

ing improves the results of the LOG classifier, and standard scaling over CV performs substantially better than the LOG

classifier and better than standard scaling with the LOG classifier. Therefore, we used standard scaling for logistic regres-

sion as the default in the comparisons.

6. Conclusion

TC approaches to AA typically focus on creating effective feature sets for domains such as emails, the Federalist Papers,

blogs, comments and newspaper articles. Within this framework, most AA studies focus on identifying useful features.

Character n-grams, function words and terms are suggested to be the most effective features within the BOW representa-

tion. Moreover, topicality and genre bias create a challenging problem because author term selection has been shown to

be affected by the reader population. Characterisation of documents according to source, genre and topic can be formu-

lated as a domain problem. In this study, we treat domain problems as source-related problems. We proposed a novel

approach that outperforms state-of-the-art methods in terms of classification performance for AA in various domains.

Eliminating the negative effects of the domain for AA by cancelling out correlated patterns or reducing their influence

leads to significant improvement with heterogeneous data sets. We used the CVA to represent domains in a BOW model

and bucketed subtraction to eliminate domain-invariant features from the document. This approach is stochastic, feature-

independent and requires one-time computation per domain, which does not burden the classifier during training and

prediction.

Our evaluations are performed with micro-averaged F-measure scores on training/testing data sets and stratified 10-

fold cross-validation on sampled data sets. Using our approach on logistic regression and multilayer perceptron classifiers

enabled them to surpass their best performance in all domains, and overall, our approach improved the best classification

performance of all data sets. Moreover, multi-domain experiments on PAN18 data sets demonstrate that this method is

robust and useful for domain adaptation.
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One of the major drawbacks of this approach is that the quality of the CVs depends on sample distributions.

Multi-topic documents and short documents, such as tweets, is a major problem for the quality of the CVs.

Additional methodological approaches are needed to eliminate or reduce inconsistencies within samples during

CV computation. We consider the CV scaling for reducing domain bias in AA data sets; however, this approach

should be further analysed in domain adaptation tasks.
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